
Suftex Ram 
Lambs end of May

It has been another challenging year on the farm which seems to come with the territory! Covid disrupted 
processing space combined with a really dry late summer/autumn across Southland has forced us to make 
use of every blade of grass. Fortunately we had some good rain from mid-April and with above average soil 
temperatures grass growth has been good over the last 6 weeks. Product prices have been very good and 
although we sold a lot more store lambs this year than normal (around 1500) we have still averaged over 
$140 for all lambs, $150 for ewes and close to $1400 for all cattle sold. Although wool is still in the doldrums, 
financially it has been a good year. Ram sales were good too, picking up a number of new clients this year. 
There has certainly been a lot more interest in the worm resistance in the romneys the last few years which 
makes all the hard work selecting for that trait worthwhile. 

Index Changes this Winter

Beef + Lamb Genetics (BLG) update the economic 
values every five years that are used to generate 
indexes on both the maternal and terminal rams. This 
is to make sure that the genetic merit of the rams is 
related to the economic value for the traits included 
in the indexes. Over the last 5 years the value of 
meat has risen on average by more than 25% while 
the value of wool has almost halved. These changes 
will come into effect over the winter so the rams we 
sell this next season will reflect these changes. The 
overall ranking of the animals won’t change a lot but 

on average the index will be higher.  BLG has also 
made the decision to take wool out of the New 
Zealand Maternal Worth (NZMW) index as there are a 
number of maternal breeders that are not selecting for 
wool traits and its economic value in relation to other 
traits has declined. We will continue to select for wool 
weight as it is not hard to measure fleece weight at 
shearing time and I still think there is a future for wool. So 
wool will still be in our overall index which also includes 
worm resistance, meat and dags as well as NZMW 
(reproduction, lamb survival, growth and adult size).

Romney Ram Lambs end of May

Romdales

The last three years we have been sourcing some perendale stud sires and 
putting them over both recorded romney and commercial romney ewes 
and breeding a romdale ram for some clients (50/50 romney/perendale). 
These rams have been purchased for putting over hoggets and maternal 
ewes. We have been selling them just as ram lambs but this coming year we 
will have more available as 2ths. We will still have the Nithdale bred rams 
that are approximately 80% romney/20% texel and the Wairaki rams that 
are 100% romney, so they won’t replace our romneys but will give clients an 
alternative. We have put together a few half and ¾ bred perendale ewes 
and ewe hoggets and have started our own small perendale flock (flock 
5064 on SIL). These will in time be bred up to full perendales so we can start 
using our own perendale rams with the key traits that we want to breed 
ourselves to produce the romdales for our clients going forward.
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This autumn we mated some Suftex ewes to a Kelso ram by 
AI. They are also part of the Premier Suftex Group and gives 
us the opportunity to use a good outside sire and link in with 
some of the North Island breeders in the group. The ram is 
quite dark in the face too so will help darken up some of our 
rams.

I will be out and about catching up with 
clients and contacts over the winter 
months – if anyone would like a visit, give 
me a call and we can set up a time. 
All the best for the rest of the winter.

Client Visits

Temperature is Rising

Artificial Inseminating Suftex Ewes

Julia Aspinal from Genetic Gains AIing Suftex ewes

The graph shows temperature recorded at 
Nithdale between January and May for the last 20 
years. Although it is variable from year to year the 
trend is a warming climate. Although that may 
bring some positives like more pasture growth 
there will also be challenges like more extremes in 
weather (both wet and dry as we have 
experienced the last few years). There will also be 
more animal health issues like increasing 
incidence of barbers pole worm and facial 
eczema (FE). Our work on worm resistance will help 
with future issues around barbers pole worm, while 
also our selection for FE tolerance which we 
began 6 years ago will help to bring some 
tolerance to FE into the flock. The research shows 
that with good moisture levels and temperatures 
on average at 14.5oC over January to May, FE will 
be a problem. So although we aren’t there yet in 

OPEN DAY

We have been holding an Open Day 
before selling rams in November now 
for 5 years and it has been a great 
opportunity to showcase the rams we 
have for sale particularly for new 
clients. We have had a number of new 
clients ask us about the chances of 
purchasing top rams when traditionally 
we have given longer term clients first 
pick. We feel that a good compromise 
would be to put up for sale the very 
best of our rams (the top 20 Romneys 
and top 15 Suftex) at our Open Day. It 
would only be a small percentage of 
the high index group but would give 
everyone who wanted to have a crack 
at our very best rams the opportunity to 
do so. We will keep you posted as to 
how this will look in our next newsletter 
in October.
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Southland, in another 20 years or so if the current 
trend continues FE will start to bite even down here. 
It takes time to breed tolerance into a flock so the 
present is a good time to start! 
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